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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS 

I. The examination will consist of three sections. 

Section A: Work from Observation (80 marks) 

Section B: Imaginative Picture Making (80 marks) . 

Section C: Presentation of a Portfolio of Work (40 marks) 


2. Read the questions carefully and consider which of them will be suitable for 

your competence and interest. 


3. You are expected to show that your work goes through the process of 

Investigation, Documentation, Experimentation and Realization. 


4. Preliminary studies are required to answer both SECTION A and 

SECTION B. Therefore Preliminary studies are to be handed in with your final 

work. Failure to do so will cause you to lose marks. 


5. Two questions are to be attempted, one question from SECTION A and one 

from SECTION B. 


6. The questions in SECTION B may be interpreted in anyone of the following 

f0n11S: 

· Painting in colour 
· Print Making 
· Textiles 
· Collage 
· Three - Dimensional work 

7. Any reference material from primary or secondary sources may be used but . 

mere copying is unacceptable. 


8. Write the following information clearly on the back of your work: 

a) Name and Surname 

b) School and Class 

c) Section (A or B) and question number. 


The Art examination is to be conducted during the Art lesson, in the period 
from 9th January to 3rd February 2012. 



SECTION A : Drawing or Painting from Observation 


A selection of three obj ects from the following list is arranged before you. 


Box Apple Tin Mug Onions Candlestick 

Study the group of objects placed before you. Make use of preliminary studies 
to understand the organization of light and shadow, forms, colour and textures. 
Produce a painting or drawing of the group. 

SECTION B : Composition from a Theme 

I. 	The Dining Room. (Figure 1) 

2. 	 The American Artist, J.J Audobon had a passion for painting wild life, 
especially birds from nature. Inspired by this artist's works, produce an 
illustration for the cover of a book entitled "Birds of Malta". (Figure 2) 

3. 	 Usi ng images and letters, design the menu cover of a healthy-eating 
restaurant, called "The Pineapple" . 

4. 	 Agntini Serna Ikhal... 

" Obrogni minn gol-Belt gbal gol-kampanja, 

aghtini serna ikhal dags in-nir, 

erba' shabietjilaghbu u ziffa friska, 

u xe!TIx tahrag kemm kemrn, gbasfur itir, 


U erhila galbi tfur bil-poezija, 

sew kif l-ghadira tfur bl-ilma tal-wied 

Ii jinzel tlelu helu minn mal-gbolja, 

u tohlom b'hafna shab u xemx u kwiet." 


Anton Buttigieg 

Interpret these verses in an artistic work, expressing the mood, images 
and colours evoked by these lines. 

5. 	 Cacti. 






